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Summary of Work Performed:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The Notice-To-Proceed for the feasibility study was finalized in the first week of
March, 1999.

Lockard and the Dames and Moore consultants traveled to Unalaska (Dutch Harbor)
on 3/24/99 to identify potential sites and discuss the project with local officials. The
consultants also traveled to Naknek that week.

The Dames and Moore feasibility study of wind energy development in Naknek and
Unalaska was completed on May 24, 1999. It included a discussion of the potential
sites in each community, the local wind resources, technical and environmental
considerations, economic analysis and recommendations. Five turbine models were
considered for each feasible site and a preliminary cost estimate for each at each site
was presented. The appendices include wind data, turbine data, estimated power
output data, cost estimates and aerial photographs. Copies were distributed to the
Golden Field Office, the Naknek and Unalaska utility directors, and a variety of
interested parties.

David Lockard (the Alaska Division of Energy Project Manager), Doug Hooker, Tim
Howell, Joyce Beck and Tom Anderson (the Battelle Labs contractor responsible for
the environmental assessment) conducted several conference calls in May, June and
July to address the environmental issues involved in beginning the environmental
assessment. They contacted the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Alaska avian
expett, Greg Balogh, to gather preliminary opinions on the feasibility of the sites
identified in the Dames and Moore study. They also included Karin Sinclair, an avian
expert at NREL, in a teleconference to try to determine if there are any existing
studies that may prove valuable in predicting avian interaction with the proposed
turbines in Naknek and Unalaska. Neither Greg nor Karin could provide information
or reference studies that would be useful in predicting avian-wind turbine interactions
at the proposed sites.

Tim Howell, USDOE NEPA Compliance Officer, wrote a 8-10-99 letter to the
Anchorage office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Sewice requesting an opinion with
respect to wind turbine-avian interactions on the viability of the three sites under
consideration for wind project development. The 9-16-99 F&W response was not
conclusive, however stated that all three sites pose some risk to protected avian
species. It also said that the Naknek site poses the greatest risk to migratory birds.

Based on the F&W letter, Howell and Anderson planned a site visit trip to Nome and
Unalaska in October.
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surfaces,

Development of procedures for measuring contaminants from press roll and dryer surfaces,

Collect contaminants and surface replicas from mill surfaces. These will include fine paper, recycled
liner and medium mills.

Task #2.
Develop facilities to simulate contaminant deposition process under controlled experimental conditions.

Task #3.
Develop facilities to simulate web transfer from contaminant surfaces and measure work of adhesion.

Defining the design targets of the apparatus,

Design of the web adhesion simulator apparatus,

C obstruction of the apparatus,

Testing and debug.

Task #4.
Develop empirical models of contamination, adhesion, and picking.

Define model contamination systems,

Simulate contamination process in the lab and compare to mill data,

Simulate pressing, drying and web transfer and measure work of adhesion and picking,

Explore variables and develop correlations.

Task #5.
Develop and verify models to predict various aspects of web transfer at ultra-high paper machine speeds.
These aspects will include; peel angle, tension, and picking.

Incorporate correlations into a web transfer model,

Evaluate the web transfer model on a pilot paper machine.

Veri& at Mills.

Task #6.
Develop and demonstrate new roll surface conditioning technologies, including the PTFE roll wiping
technology for use on dryer cylinder rolls.

Develop contamination control options on the roll test stand,
Develop options for controlling roll surface topology on the roll test stand,

Evaluate desirable options on the pilot paper machine.

Progress: In this section we briefly summarize the progress that we have made on each of the key
research tasks.

Progress on Task #1. As of this date we have collected contaminant samples and surface replicas from
four paper machines. These include two coated free sheet machines, a Iinerboard machine and a medium
machine. Contaminant chemical analysis, contact angle and underlying roll surface topology has been
completed for the coated free sheet machines. Testing has just begun on the samples taken from the
Iinerboard and medium machines. Results are expected by January 2000. In the later two cases we were
able to take replicas of the contaminated surfaces and should be able to not only measure the topology of
the underlying cast iron roll but also that of the contaminated surface. Also for the later two cases we
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evaluated a procedure that should allow us to determine the density and thickness of the contaminant.

Progress on Task #2: The roll surface coupons and ring system has been fabricated and installed on the
refurbished roll test stand. We have developed a system for controlling the contaminant environment that
the coupons are exposed to. This includes the metering of a model contaminant mixture onto a specially
designed cellulose dryer felt. The felt can then be mechanically loaded against the heated coupons at
commercial dryer speeds. We are currently in the process of going through system tests and shakedown
experiments. These are expected to be completed within the next few weeks. In the mean time, we are
measuring the topology of cast iron and chrome plated steel coupons that will be used in early
contamination experiments.

Progress on Task #3: The design and construction of the web adhesion and drying simulator (WADS) is
nearing completion. We are currently designing three paper feed and loading systems. Two systems (short
dwell time and long dwell time) will simulate the felt loading that occurs during cylinder drying while the
third system will simulate roll pressing. We anticipate starting the debug of the short dwell time dryer
feed and loading system this week.

Progress on Task #4: We have had discussions a paper chemical vendor member company and felt
supplier member company to help define a model contaminant for coated free sheet experiments. Once
we have analyzed our data from the linerboard and medium mills we will be able to define model
contaminant systems for these grades. We are also in the process of completing a literature survey on the
paper physics involved in picking and are preparing hand sheets for adhesion and picking experiments to
be conducted on WADS. We anticipate starting contamination and web adhesion experiments in
December and will be prepared to report preliminary results in the spring of 2000.

Beloit Corporation is currently preparing cast iron coupons at various commercially practical levels of
roughness for our evaluation. They are also preparing proprietary coatings for evaluation as advanced
press and dryer roll surfaces.

Progress on Task #5: No progress to date.

Progress on Task #6: No progress to date,
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